
Play graffiti! Converse Chuck Taylor All
Stars-1626 re launched the trend line of
travel information - News Reports Release

recently, Converse re launched second wave Andy Warhol x Converse 2015 Chuck Taylor new series. This Chuck Taylor All Stars
Andy Warhol will be re used;; early in 80s is still the custom design, classic white canvas shoes, some presents by the hand painting
effect of commercial illustration but he was to return to the pattern will newspaper advertising industry creation, integration on the
defect and the effect of the old building then a customized version of the perfect show. The point is that the series will only be limited
to the sale of 200 pairs, now available at designated Converse stores in North America, priced at $$150. Can start with Pakistan
playing, it is a blessing in the last lifetime! 

if you have friends, tide different views on this, or do you think he is of the opinion leaders in the field of new in order to be different,
we may wish to tide to view your http://t.1626.com/forum.php community; knock! Refuse to debate! 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

2014 Chinese designer's top ten single products 

said, "we don't play football, I know, but I don't understand the trend. I've died with you, 
." 
Nicholas Tse's favorite is not Faye Wong, but this one...... 

By the end of 
, the /1626 tide community was finally on the inside! 

can play the trend / Black sergeant at the age of 30 we talk about him with the tide brand can play what? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Sneaker benefits! 

black theme month AJ1! 



PUMA Trinomic Black & classic White new series; brand is the extravagance of high-grade leather shoes return Balenciaga articles 

comments on 
: classic retro PUMA Trinomic Bla>

blue new forces 

New Balance recently brought the new " Vintage" series for super popular Made in UK shoes. In the production of high-quality English
blessing, two pairs of color are used in suede, leather and mesh material combined with the building, through the deep blue and gray
of different combinations to create retro look, with a toe in the British flag out, and then carry ENCAP white midsole and rubber
outsole is black. The 996 and thousand series have been phased out, and 577 will be your next choice. 

The performance of 

/ Reebok in the spring of 2014 styles of complete Pump Omni Lite "CORDURA" series? Mensao / appreciatd Extra Butter x printing
ASICS GT-Cool "Sidewinder" branded shoes 

comments on 
a complete performance style / Reebok in the spring of 2014 Pump Omni Lite "CORDURA" series a: Mensao? / appreciatd Extra
Butter x printing ASICS GT-Cool "Sidewinder" branded shoes 

to celebrate the brand was founded in 110th anniversary, New Balance Surplus Pack launched a new "special season" British
production series, M1500, M670, M575 from M576 and M577, five classic British production of shoes, as well as a very special new
model M991.5. All shoes are produced in the famous Flimby factory in New Balance. Each shoe material is engraved with the best
traditional material of the British model. This is a great tradition of "British production". In addition, the series of each pair only limited
sale of 1906 pairs, the corresponding brand was set up in 1906, and Chinese area each is only limited to 168 pairs, and in
November 25th in New Balance designated stores for sale, priced at 1899 yuan, interested friends may wish to visit the official
website of the brand more. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public numbers bring you home
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